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ATTORNEY’S  CORNER 
By Larry Culley 

 
Warning to New York City retail sellers of 

diesel motor fuel:  The New York City 
Department of Consumer Affairs.  DCA is 
devoting more and more resources to inspecting 
diesel retail motor fuel for “flashpoint” violations.  
This is a situation where the diesel sold to the 
motorist will burn at too low a temperature than 
the regulations provide.  
The lower the flashpoint is of the diesel cloud in 
the engine the sooner it will ignite, which can 
cause damage to the engine.  The most common 
way the flashpoint of diesel is lowered is through 
contamination by gasoline.  This happens most 
frequently either through some connection 
between gas and diesel tanks at your facility, or 
from the delivery hose on the delivery truck has 
gas in it left over from a prior gas delivery which 
used one of the hoses now dropping the diesel.   

Whether or not you can eliminate the 
possibility of any connection or leakage from a 
gas tank to a diesel tank at your station it would be 
wise to discuss with your trucker ways to ensure 
that the deliveryman is accidentally contaminating 
your diesel tank with gas.  Dealers are getting 
repeat summonses for this violation and the fines 
will mount steeply.  A word to the wise should be 
sufficient, especially considering that this 
increased level of enforcement can show up in the 
rest of New York State since the diesel flashpoint 
requirements come from the N.Y.S. Agriculture 
and Markets Law, which have statewide sway. 
 
 
The contents of this column are not intended as legal advice.  I give no 
legal advice without an appointment and interview with a client. 
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New York City Votes to Ban Cashless Stores 
NEW YORK — Don't expect to see complete 

frictionless checkout stores in the city anytime soon. 
 On Jan. 23, the New York City Council approved a 
measure requiring stores and restaurants to accept cash. By 
voting in favor of a ban against cashless stores, lawmakers 
said businesses that accept only credit and debit cards 
discriminate against consumers who lack bank accounts and 
credit cards, according to The Associated Press. 
 "This practice punishes the underbanked," City Council 
Speaker Corey Johnson said before the council's 43-3 vote in 
favor of the bill. 
 Under the measure, businesses that refuse cash will be 
fined $1,000 for the first violation and $1,500 for subsequent 
violations. The ban, which is expected to go into effect by 
the end of the year, also prohibits stores from charging 
higher prices for paying in cash. 
 "Whatever your reasons, consumers should have the 
power to choose their preferred method of payment," City 
Councilman Ritchie Torres (D-Bronx), who sponsored the 
legislation, said before the council's vote. 
 The legislation now heads to Mayor Bill de Blasio's 
desk. A spokeswoman for the mayor said that de Blasio 
supports the intent of the bill but that his administration will 
review it. 
 If the mayor signs the legislation into law, the city will 
join other major cities and some states that prohibit cashless 
stores, among them Philadelphia and New Jersey.  
 ABC News reports the bill will take effect 90 days after 
it is signed. There are a handful of exceptions: Stores can 
refuse to take denominations larger $20 and would be 
exempt if there is a machine on-site that can load cash onto a 
prepaid card. 
 In 2019, Philadelphia, San Francisco and New Jersey all 
passed similar laws, with the common sentiment that 
cashless stores are unfair to residents who don’t have bank 
accounts or those who prefer to use cash. In New York, 
nearly 11.2% of residents do not have a bank account. The 
law exempts certain sectors, like parking facilities, car 
rentals and airport vendors.. 
 The New Jersey legislation was effective immediately. 
Philadelphia's ordinance, which exempts certain businesses 
like parking garages and wholesale club stores, went into 
effect in July. 

Other “seamless” attributes in stores are also facing 
pushback, such as in Oregon, where the Oregon Supreme 
Court certified the attorney general’s description of a 
measure to limit the number of self-checkout stations at 
grocery stores to two. The Mail Tribune says that supporters 
need 111,020 signatures to get it on the ballot in November. 
 
 
7-Eleven Testing Cashierless Store Concept 

7-Eleven Inc., winner of the 2019 Convenience Store 
News Technology Leader of the Year award, is living up to 
its reputation with the debut of a cashierless store at its 
corporate headquarters in Irving. 

 During the pilot, the 700-square-foot non-traditional 
store is available to 7-Eleven employees. The shopping 
experience is simple: Employees download an app, sign up, 
check in at the store, enter the store, shop and exit. A 
detailed receipt appears in the app automatically after he or 
she exits. 
 A proprietary mixture of algorithms and predictive 
technology enables the store system to separate individual 
customers and their purchases from others in the store, 
according to the c-store retailer. 
 "Ultimately, our goal is to exceed consumers' 
expectations for faster, easier transactions and a seamless 
shopping experience," said Mani Suri, 7-Eleven senior vice 
president and chief information officer. "Introducing new 
store technology to 7-Eleven employees first has proven to 
be a very productive way to test and learn before launching 
to a wider audience. They are honest and candid with their 
feedback, which enables us to learn and quickly make 
adjustments to improve the experience. 
 "This in-house, custom built technology by 7-Eleven 
engineers is designed for our current and future customers. 
We continue to innovate, and coupling fresh, innovative, 
healthy food options with a frictionless shopping experience 
could be a game-changer," he added. 
 A cashierless concept marks another innovative 
technological advancement from 7-Eleven. Last year, it 
introduced Mobile Checkout, allowing customers to skip the 
line and pay using their smartphone. The c-store operator 
also added 7NOW Pins to its mobile app. The proprietary 
technology allows customers to order the delivery service to 
public locations that may not have traditional addresses, like 
parks, beaches and more. 
 "Retail technology is evolving at a rapid pace and 
customer expectations are driving the evolution," said 7-
Eleven President and CEO Joe DePinto. "Our team is 
dedicated to continuing 7-Eleven's legacy of innovation with 
industry-leading digital solutions. Most recently that has 
included our award winning 7Rewards loyalty platform, 
7NOW on-demand delivery, mobile checkout, and now our 
new cashierless store." 
 7-Eleven operates, franchises and/or licenses more than 
70,000 stores in 17 countries, including 11,800 in North 
America. 

 
 

Task Force Examines Mobile Payments 
Last week, members of the House Financial Services 

Task Force on Financial Technology held a hearing on the 
rapid expansion of mobile of payments and the implications 
on the U.S. payment system and consumers. 
 The hearing was entitled, “Is Cash Still King? The Rise 
of Mobile Payments” and it was led by the Task Force on 
Financial Technology Chairman Stephen Lynch (D-MA) 
and Ranking Member Tom Emmer (R-MN). During the 
hearing, members of the task force weighed the benefits of 
the ubiquity of mobile and electronic payments and concerns 
about privacy and accessibly to those payments for low-
income, un-banked Americans. 
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 Many of the Republican members of the task force 
highlighted the promise of innovation and technology to 
revolutionize how Americans pay for goods. Ranking 
Member Emmer emphasized the need for a flexible 
regulatory and legal environment where innovation and 
entrepreneurs can thrive. 
 In a statement that Chairman Lynch entered into the 
hearing record, NACS echoed sentiments about the promise 
of new technology and how it could meet the needs of 
businesses and consumers. NACS also cautioned members 
that these new technologies face an immense barrier to enter 
the U.S. market because of the current payments security 
standard-setting process, where the major credit card brands 
set standards impacting the entire market through a closed 
process. 
 “As this task force moves forward in considering the 
rise and future of mobile and electronic payment systems, 
NACS would recommend that it carefully study the role of 
Visa and MasterCard in controlling payment standard-
setting. The focus of standards should be to help facilitate 
payment security, efficiency and innovation. That is not the 
system we have today, but it is a future that new technology 
innovators have the potential to deliver,” stated NACS. 
 The negative impact on innovation from the dominant 
card brands controlling the payment system was also noted 
by Aaron Klein, policy director of the Center on Regulation 
and Markets at the Brookings Institution. He said, “China's 
system is unlikely to catch on in America precisely because 
it is more efficient. Because it does not take large sums of 
money from merchants at the register, it will not be able to 
compete with the growing high-end credit cards that come to 
line America's wealthy with thousands of tax-free dollars in 
rewards. Ironically, the inefficiency in America's payment 
system that has turned it into a reverse Robin Hood that 
contributes income inequality will block the adoption of 
alternative technology.” 
 The Committee also discussed the need for data security 
safeguards for mobile payments. In her opening statement, 
Christina Tetreault, senior policy counsel at Consumer 
Reports, acknowledged that as electronic payments expand, 
the United States needs a federal privacy law that covers all 
industries, particularly the financial services industry. 
 “The Gramm-Leach Bliley Act should not be mistaken 
for privacy law…Its incentives to protect consumer data 
from unauthorized disclose remain inadequate. Still, banks 
and financial services providers seek and get broad 
exemption from state privacy laws by claiming that GLBA 
protects consumer privacy. The GLBA regime does no such 
thing and it is time for Congress to act,” stated Tetreault. 

NACS has lobbied Congress for federal privacy 
legislation that ensures all businesses are responsible for 
their own data practices and that applies to all industry 
sectors, rather than shifting the requirements, including those 
for the telecom and banking industries, onto other sectors. 
 In his closing statement, Chairman Lynch stated that it’s 
imperative to design a system that allows for innovation to 
thrive while protecting consumers. He did not indicate the 
next steps for the task force. 

Bill to Ban All Flavored Tobacco 
In Albany, some state politicians are pushing hard 

to ban all flavored tobacco products including menthol 
cigarettes, and they're gaining momentum. We need your 
help to stop it. 
 The bill is S.6809 sponsored by Senator Hoylman (D-
Manhattan) / A.8808 sponsored by Assemblywoman 
Bichotte (D-Brooklyn). It is being considered tomorrow 
(Wed 1/22) by the Assembly Health Committee, and has 
been referred to the Senate Health Committee.  

For those of you in New York City, flavored OTP has 
been banned for some time under local law, but menthol 
cigarettes can still be sold legally. By working together, our 
industry convinced the City Council leadership to table a bill 
in 2019 that would have been menthol cigarettes. Now we 
need to block the state legislation. 
 For those of you outside the city, your retail members 
would stand to lose menthol cigarettes, flavored cigars, 
flavored smokeless tobacco, and all other flavored OTP if 
this bill were to pass. It would devastate sales and customer 
counts. 
 I invite you to ask your members to use NYACS' 
"VoterVoice" system to automatically email their Assembly 
and Senate members expressing their opposition to the 
tobacco flavor ban. It only takes 2 minutes, but it could 
make the difference between the bill passing or failing. 
Some retailers are having each of their employees send one.  

REMEMBER, WE DO BETTER TOGETHER 
 
 
Air Tower Bill – Please Call in Your Support 

The attached memo is for a bill that generated much 
interest in the legislature last year.  The attached memo 
outlines the association’s support of the bill.  Please call 
your legislators and ask them to support the bill as well. 
Also attached are listings of senate and assembly members 
phone and email address. Assembly members by address can 
be found on https://www.nyassembly.gov/mem/search/.  
Senate member addresses by address can be found at 
https://www.nysenate.gov/registration/nojs/form/start/find-
my-senator. Please call if you require any assistance 

A.5819  /  S.4495 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

ASSEMBLYMAN ABBATE -SENATOR MARTINEZ 
The New York State Association of Service Stations 

and Repairs Shops, Inc., its affiliates and members support 
the subject bill, which provides the State of New York with 
exclusive jurisdiction over the requirement that motor fuel 
dealers provide an air compressor to inflate tires for 
customers. 
 Agriculture and Markets Law § 192(b)6 and General 
Business Law § 396-x(2) both require any dealer selling 
motor fuel at retail to provide a functioning air compressor 
to inflate tires of customers. This bill provides that the State 
of New York would have exclusive jurisdiction over the 
operation or equipment required pursuant to these sections. 
This bill would restrict municipalities from promulgating 
local laws regulating tire inflation equipment. The bill 

https://www.nyassembly.gov/mem/search/
https://www.nysenate.gov/registration/nojs/form/start/find-my-senator
https://www.nysenate.gov/registration/nojs/form/start/find-my-senator
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specifically provides, however, that a municipality is not 
restricted from enforcing the provisions of the State laws 
mandating that motor fuel dealers provide tire inflation 
equipment. 
 A motor fuel dealer is required to provide an on 
premises, motor-driven air compressor to inflate automobile 
tires for customers during business hours. Air inflation 
machines have different specifications including power 
supply, types of pressure gauges built into the machines, 
hose length and coin and credit applications. The air 
machines are authorized under Article 16 of the Agriculture 
and Markets Law, which provides for coordination and 
administration of weights and measures \by the Department 
of Agriculture and Markets (the “Department”). Motor fuel 
dealers should be governed by a uniform regulatory scheme 
with respect to air compressors. Municipalities should not be 
able to enact local laws which mandate different 
specifications or operations for tire inflation machines. For 
example, a municipality required that the tire inflation 
equipment be made available on a 24-hour basis rather than 
when the motor fuel retailer was open for business. 
 The Department should have exclusive regulatory 
authority over tire inflation machines, as it does with motor 
fuel pumps, to ensure uniformity and a level playing field 
across the retail motor fuel industry. This legislation makes 
it clear that the State preempts the regulatory field. With 
over 1,500 municipalities in New York, which could place 
different requirements on the operation or equipment, motor 
fuel dealers would have conflicting requirements if local 
laws were implemented. This bill places responsibility for 
tire inflation machine equipment and operation with the 
State of New York. 
 For the above reasons, the New York State Association 
of Service Stations and Repairs Shops, Inc., its affiliates and 
members strongly support this legislation and urge its 
enactment. 
Respectfully submitted: 
New York State Association of  
Service Station and Repair Shops, Inc. 
6 Walker Way 
Albany, NY 12205 
518 452 4367 

REMEMBER, WE DO BETTER TOGETHER 
 
Legislation To Monitor 2020 

An Assembly bill, A4782 from 2018/19 legislative 
session increases penalties for inspection stations including a 
mandate for suspension of the inspection license. It was not 
co-sponsored last year in the Senate but you saw the an 
article in the Times Union in September highlighting the 
bill. The memo in support references the unauthorized 
inspection of a limo by an inspection station as the impetus 
for the bill. It is however much broader in application. 

The bill was generated due to a multi-death accident 
where twenty people we killed and the modification to the 
passenger size of the vehicle and a poor inspection and 
failure to repair the inspection failure all were causes of the 
accident.   

 The bill places much of the future blame for this type of 
accident on New York State inspection stations. 
 A 2019 law,  Section 2 of this bill makes it mandatory 
for the DMV Commissioner to suspend a license to operate 
an official inspection station for any of the listed causes in 
the statute including failure to conduct inspections in 
conformance with rules and regulations or improper issuance 
of certificates of inspection. Under current law the 
Commissioner has discretion as to whether to suspend a 
certificate of inspection, it is not mandatory except in the 
case of a third or subsequent violation of rules and 
regulations committed within an eighteen month period. 
This provision was added by an article vii budget bill S. 
1509B as chapter 59 of the laws of 2019.  Inspection station 
must also send a mandatory form to the State with 
information on the vehicle that has been modified to increase 
it's passenger capacity by even one person.  
 If read correctly, Bill 4792 from 2019 provisions require 
a mandatory suspension for any violation of the rules and 
regulations is a significant because a potentially minor 
violation would result in a suspension. It is also inconsistent 
with the provision under current law requiring suspension 
after a third or subsequent violation. 
 We expect A4792 to return in the 2020/21 legislative 
session.  We will need to monitor this bill's activities 
carefully. 

If you have any questions, please call the association 
office. 
 
 
USDA Seeks Input on New Ethanol  
Sales Infrastructure Incentive Program 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is seeking 
public input to help with the creation of the Higher Blends 
Infrastructure Incentive Program (HBIIP), a new program 
that will expand the availability of domestic ethanol and 
biodiesel by incentivizing expanded sales of renewable 
fuels. 

“Feedback from farmers, retailers and biofuels 
producers is critical to the success of this future program,” 
Agriculture Secretary Perdue said in a press release. “Under 
the leadership of President Trump, USDA remains 
committed to fulfilling a key promise to American farmers 
to enhance the promotion of biofuels.” 
 The agency seeks information on options for fuel 
ethanol and biodiesel infrastructure, innovation, products, 
technology and data derived from all HBIIP processes 
and/or science that drive economic growth, promote health 
and benefit the public. 
 Through this RFI, the USDA seeks input from the 
public on: retail fueling stations, convenience stores, 
hypermarket fueling stations, fleet facilities and similar 
entities with capital investments, such as equipment 
providers, equipment installers, certification entities and 
other stakeholder/manufacturers (both upstream and down) 
fuel distribution centers, including terminals and depots. The 
USDA will also seek input from those performing 
innovative research and/or developing enabling platforms 
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and applications in manufacturing, energy production, and 
agriculture. 

We encourage our members to answer the request for 
information. “I have heard there could be as much as $300 
million made available as retail grants to offer these fuels,” 
John Eichberger, executive director for the Fuels Institute, 
said. “If so, it would be in members best interest to influence 
how this program is structured so that it actually is a benefit 
to retailers.” 
 A full description of the RFI is available on page 2699 
of the Jan. 16, 2020, Federal Register. 
 
 
Motor Fuel Supplies 

Swimming in gasoline may be a good way to describe 
the current supply situation, with total inventories hitting an 
all-time high as shown in the 
most recent week’s data.  
 The build week on week was relatively small, but total 
U.S. gasoline storage levels have moved higher in each of 
the last 11 reports. And during that time, more than 40 
million bbl were added to storage, leading to an all-time high 
of just over 260 million bbl. 
 Builds this time of year are relatively common. 
However, the recent run on supply builds took place even as 
refiners are cutting back on production 
and in some cases using some of the low-sulfur feeds from 
crude oil processing moving into blending for marine fuels 
instead of being turned 
into gasoline. 
 Demand for gasoline has been poor to start the year as 
EIA has consistently trailed last year in the early stages of 
2020. Gasoline demand is typically soft in January to begin 
with, but the rolling four-week average at 8.579 million b/d 
is 1.4% behind last year’s. An OPIS survey of over 15,000 
stations around the county sees that average running more 
than 5% behind the same time frame last year 
 
 
GM Plans $2.2 Billion Investment  
to Build Electric Trucks, SUVs  

General Motors on Monday said it would spend $2.2 
billion to convert a Michigan assembly plant to produce all-
electric trucks, SUVs and self-driving vehicles. 

In an announcement about the plan, the automaker said 
its "vision of an all-electric future is coming into clearer 
focus and gaining momentum" with the move. 

The project paves the way for the release of GM's first 
all-electric truck, which is scheduled to begin production in 
late 2021, the company said. This will be soon followed by 
production of the Cruise Origin, a shared, electric, self-
driving vehicle unveiled by the company's Cruise division 
last week. 
 The work will be done at GM's Detroit-Hamtramck 
assembly plant, which currently employs about 900 people 
building the Cadillac CT6 and the Chevrolet Impala, the 
company said. 

The company said that with the investment, the plant 
when fully operational will create more than 2,200 
manufacturing jobs and be the company's first fully 
dedicated electric vehicle assembly plant. 
 GM said it will also invest an additional $800 million in 
supplier tooling and other projects related to the launch of 
the new electric trucks. 

"Through this investment, GM is taking a big step 
forward in making our vision of an all-electric future a 
reality," said company President Mark Reuss, who added 
GM is planning to build multiple electric truck variants at 
the plant in coming years. 
 The GM announcement is just the latest in a series of 
recent high-profile steps by major auto makers to increase 
production of electric cars and trucks. 
 In March 2019, Ford announced it was investing $850 
million to prepare the Flat Rock Assembly plant in southeast 
Michigan for EV production. The company, which plans to 
invest more than $11 billion globally toward development 
and production of electric vehicles, in November unveiled its 
electric Mustang SUV and has announced plans for an 
electric F-150 pickup truck. 

The Volkswagen Group in November said it planned to 
spend nearly 60 billion euros over the next five years on 
hybridization, electric mobility and digitalization, including 
the introduction of  75 all-electric models and about 60 
hybrid models through 2029. VW originally had a goal of 
producing 1 million EVs by 2025, but in December upped 
that target to 1.5 million due to strong EV sales. 

Meanwhile, the Boston Consulting Group reported 
earlier this month that global sales of electrified vehicles are 
growing even faster than expected. The group projects that 
all types of EVs will control a third of the market by 2025 
and 51% by 2030, with battery-powered electric vehicles 
and plug-in hybrids making up about half those sales, for a 
quarter of the market. 
 Boston Consulting said a combination of government 
incentives, increasing emission regulation that are forcing 
companies to build more EVs to meet targets, falling battery 
prices and increased range are all contributing to the 
acceleration in EV sales. 

Not all market watchers are so optimistic about the 
future uptake of EVs. In a December report, the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology warned against 
optimistic expectations about falling battery prices. MIT's 
Energy Initiative predicted that EV purchase prices a decade 
from now will still command a $5,000 cost premium over 
ICE vehicles due to the cost of manufacturing batteries. 
--Reporting by Steve Cronin, scronin@ihsmarkit.com 
--Editing by Michael Kelly, michael.kelly3@ihsmarkit.com 
Copyright, Oil Price Information Service 
 

 
Stewart's Shops Acquires Polsinello  
Fuel Distribution Business  
Larry Rulison and Eric Anderson 

Stewart's Shops said Monday morning it has acquired 
the Polsinello Fuels gasoline and diesel distribution 
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business and five gas stations. Terms of the acquisition 
weren't revealed. 
 The acquisition will allow Stewart’s to distribute 
Sunoco, Citgo and Mobil gasoline to dealers from the 
Capital Region to Massena, on the Canadian border. 
 “As we continue to grow our business, this acquisition 
gives us the opportunity to diversify by expanding deeper 
into the fuel wholesale business,” said Stewart's Shops 
President Gary Dake. 
 While Stewart's already handles gasoline and diesel 
distribution to its own shops, this acquisition will serve 
other retailers whom Polsinello served. 

After careful consideration Polsinello Fuels, Inc. has 
decided to divest from the retail gasoline business," Lou 
Polsinello, the company's vice president, said in a 
statement.  "Polsinello Fuels will remain in the lubricants 
and motor oil distribution business. 
 "This transition strengthens our standing as an industry 
leader and enhances our continued growth strategy to 
distribute premium lubricants and motor oils from Gulf Oil, 
Shell, Pennzoil, Quaker State, Phillips 66, and Kendall 
brands throughout the Northeast market," he added. 
 A Stewart's spokeswoman would not divulge how much 
Stewart's paid to Polsinello, which sold its home heating 
and commercial fuel and heating business to Mirabito 
Energy Products of Binghamton in 2018. The cost of that 
2018 transaction was also not revealed. 
 Property records show the five gas stations that 
Stewart's is acquiring in the deal from Polsinello, four of 
which are in Rensselaer County, are valued at $4 million. 
The fifth store is in Colonie on Central Avenue. The stores 
sell gas under the Citgo, Gulf and Sunoco brands, and 
Stewart's has plans to renovate some of them in the future. 
 Lou Polsinello could not immediately be reached for 
comment on plans for the employees impacted by the sale 
of the businesses. 

 
 
Needed Update of Massachusetts Right  
to Repair Law Headed to Ballot 
 The Massachusetts Right to Repair Coalition announced 
that it has turned in 102,000 signatures to ensure an initiative 
petition to enact a much-needed update to the 
Commonwealth's Right to Repair law reaches the 2020 
ballot. 

The Coalition--a group of Massachusetts independent 
repair shops, auto parts stores, trade associations, consumers, 
and drivers—said that a lack of progress on an update to the 
law in the Legislature led them to pursue an initiative 
petition so that Massachusetts car owners will continue to 
have access to the repair and diagnostic mechanical 
information produced by the vehicle they own. 
 By 2020, advancements in vehicle technology and 
increasing restrictions by automakers will result in more 
than 90% of new cars being equipped to transmit real-time 
diagnostic and repair information wirelessly to vehicle 
manufacturers, threatening the rights that Massachusetts car 

consumers enjoy today to choose to get their cars fixed at 
trusted independent repair shops or do the work themselves. 

"We need to update the Right to Repair law before 
wireless technologies remove the car owner's right to get 
their vehicle repaired at our local, independent shop because 
the automaker would rather steer them towards one of their 
more expensive dealers," said Alan Saks of Dorchester Tire 
Service. "This is a common-sense reform and we'd love to 
see the Legislature move forward and fix it so that we don't 
have to go to the ballot to protect consumers' rights to shop 
around for car repairs." 
  Massachusetts Right to Repair Coalition Director 
Tommy Hickey said, "Our independent shops are 
increasingly facing the prospect of having limited or no 
access to diagnostic and repair information now that 
automakers are restricting access through rapidly expanding 
wireless technologies in vehicles not covered under current 
law." The ballot initiative would give car owners access only 
to the diagnostic and repair data generated by their car, and 
they could opt to provide access to any dealer, repair shop, 
or automaker that they choose during the lifetime of their 
car. 
  The Coalition delivered its signatures to Secretary of 
State William Galvin's office. The initiative petition filed is 
entitled An Initiative Law to Enhance, Update and Protect 
the 2013 Motor Vehicle Right to Repair Law. 
 Further information may be found at 
massrighttorepair.org. 
 
 
State diverts tire tax money. Time to abolish it? 
by Jim Kenyon 
Wednesday, February 12th 2014 

 Whether you call it a tax, a fee or a surcharge, New 
York State collects $2.50 for the purchase of every tire sold 
in the state. It's the price you pay for the Waste Tire 
Management Fee which was imposed in 2003 to fund the 
clean up large tire dumps. But a CNY Central investigation 
has found that the majority of the fee now pays for salaries 
and state expenses that may have little to do with the 
disposal of used tires. 

11 years ago, New York State had a huge problem with 
number of large tire dumps. The worst was at the Fortino 
property in Oswego County where more than 10 million 
used tires posed a toxic fire hazard and endangered health 
and the environment. Through the Waste Tire Management 
Fee, the state spent $115 million to clean up the Fortino 
property and the large tire dumps so that mostly small tire 
dumps remain. 
The tire tax was supposed to expire in 2010, but has been 
extended twice. According to the State Department of 
Environmental Conservation, the tire fee continues to raise 
up to $26 million annually, but only a fraction of the money 
goes to the actual cleanup of tire dumps. 

The DEC provided CNY Central with a rough 
breakdown of how the money is spent: 
• $6 million goes to the state's general fund where it can 

be used for any purpose 
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• $14 million pays the salaries of employees in the DEC's 
Hazardous Waste Division 

• $6 million is for waste tire abatement projects 
So once a tax, always a tax? CNY Central's Jim Kenyon 

asked Govenor Andrew Cuomo during a recent visit to 
Solvay, if it was time to do away with the tire tax. Cuomo 
replied, "We will be reviewing that tax through this 
legislative session. Obviously there are differing opinions on 
the tax , but it's one of the taxes on the table to look at." 

On January 29, State Senator John DeFrancisco who 
chairs the Senate Finance Committee asked DEC 
Commissioner Joseph Martens for an accounting of the 
money collected through the Waste Tire Management Fee. 
DeFrancisco wanted to know how many DEC positions are 
funded through the tax and whether the money is "really 
being used for waste tire cleanup or for other employees." 

At the budget hearing, Martens could not immediately 
provide the information but replied: "The short answer is 
both...it is cleaning up the waste sites and it funds employees 
making sure those sites are cleaned up." 

The day after Martens appeared before the Finance 
Committee, Senator DeFrancisco told Kenyon, "I get the 
feeling we're going to get some ammunition to try to 
convince the Assembly as well as the Governor to get rid of 
that line item and get rid of that tax." 

The Senate Finance Committee provided CNY Central 
with the DEC's response to Senator DeFrancisco's inquiry. 
The Waste Tire Management Fee has been renamed the 
"Waste Management and Cleanup Fund. That fund pays the 
salaries of 141.3 DEC employees at an annual cost of $17.4 
million. 

The DEC further responded that over the life of the 
fund, the state has spent $115 million on waste tire 
abatement. Over the past two years, 12 sites have been 
cleaned up with contracts remaining for one large site on 
Long Island along with 20 smaller dumps across the state. 
Currently the tire tax is due to expire at the end of 2016. 
DeFrancisco says he would like to abolish it sooner. 
 
 
All-Electric Vehicles Have Lowest  
Annual Fuel Costs: EIA  

The estimated annual fuel costs for model year (MY) 
2019 all-electric light-duty vehicles are the lowest of all of 
the different vehicle technologies, a report from the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) said on Monday. 
 All-electric light-duty vehicles for MY 2019 have 
annual fuel costs ranging from a low of $500/yr. to a high of 
$900/yr., the lowest of five types of designated light-duty 
vehicles, which included plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, 
hybrid electric vehicles, gasoline vehicles and diesel 
vehicles. 
 The annual fuel costs for plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles, which can fuel with gasoline and electricity, are the 
next lowest -- with an estimated range of $600/yr. to 
$1,950/yr. -- and are heavily influenced by the electric range 
of the vehicle, the report said. 

 Hybrid electric vehicles -- with a range of $650/yr. to 
$2,500/yr. – are fueled only with gasoline, generally use 
their technology for maximizing fuel economy. However, 
because some models use their hybrid systems to boost 
performance rather than to increase fuel economy, not all 
hybrid vehicles have low fuel costs. 
 Gasoline vehicles have an estimated range of $1,000/yr. 
to $4,100/yr., the widest ranging of the categories. Diesel 
vehicles were given an estimated range of $1,150/yr. to 
$2,250/yr. 

All vehicle fuel costs were rounded to the nearest $50, 
and annual fuel cost estimates are based on combined 
city/highway fuel economy, 15,000 annual miles and the 
following fuel prices -- $2.55/gal regular gasoline, $3/gal 
premium gasoline, $2.85/gal diesel and $0.13 electricity per 
kilowatt hour, EIA said. 
--Jordan Godwin, jgodwin@opisnet.com 
Copyright, Oil Price Information Service 
 
 
Gasoline-Powered Vehicle Sales Likely  
Peaked in 2016, Think Tank Says  

Sales of conventional gasoline-powered vehicles in the 
U.S. likely peaked in 2016 at a level of $17.3 million, 
according to a memo released late last week by Washington-
based think-tank Third Way. 
 The report from Senior Resident Fellow Ellen Hughes-
Cromwick said, "Sales of tthese vehicles likely will never be 
as high as they were three years ago." 
 According to the memo, surging sales of electric 
vehicles (EVs) has contributed to falling sales of 
conventional gas-powered vehicles. Hughes-Cromwick said 
that approximately 433,000 EVs have been sold since 2010 
and sales have grown fourfold since 2015. 
 Third Way expects this number will rise in the future 
due to greater consumer choice, falling costs, charging 
convenience and growing concerns by the public over 
climate change. 
 With more offerings and expanding infrastructure, EV 
sales could grow at double-digit rates for an extended period 
during the 2020s," Hughes-Cromwick said. 
 Expanding sales will have to be met with greater access 
to charging infrastructure and policy incentives should be 
created to assist automakers in adapting to the technology, 
according to Third Way. 
--Patrick Newkumet, Patrick.newkumet@ihsmarkit.com 
Copyright, Oil Price Information Service 
 
 
Single-Store Operators Continuing  
to Leave C-store Industry 

The number of U.S. convenience stores dipped in 2019, 
with single-store operators accounting for most of the 
decline. 
 According to the 2020 NACS/Nielsen Convenience 
Industry Store Count, there are 152,720 convenience stores 
operating in the United States, down less than 1 percent from 
last year's 153,237 stores. 
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 The count is based on stores that were open as of 
December 2019. 
 Single-store operators are driving the slight decrease as 
consolidation and profitability challenges take their toll. 
Over the past year, the number of single-store operators 
dropped from 95,445 in 2018 to 95,108 in 2019. 
 Single-store operators make up 62.1 percent of all c-
stores.   Smaller companies — those in the one to 10, 11-50 
and 51-200 store range — are also feeling the effects of 
continued consolidation in the convenience store industry, 
NACS added. 
 On the other hand, operators with more than 200 c-
stores continue to expand, mainly through mergers and 
acquisitions (M&A). Between 2015 and 2019, half of the 20 
largest chains have gone through some sort of M&A 
activity, consolidating a major portion of stores, according to 
NACS 2019 State of the Industry Summit data. 
 Broken out by company size, the 2019 store count vs. 
the 2018 store count is: 
• One to 10 stores: Decreased 569 
• 11-50 stores: Decreased 249 
• 51-200 stores: Decreased 145 
• 201-500 stores: Increased 134 
• 501-plus stores: Increased 312 

"Historically, c-stores have been unique in the retail 
channel in that new companies could enter the market 
relatively easily and succeed with a simple business model," 
said Andy Jones, president and CEO of Sprint Food Stores. 
"That's not the case anymore. What we have been seeing 
during the past few years — and especially in 2019 — is that 
the small operators are either going out of business because 
the model for success has changed, or they mastered the old 
business model — and maybe the new one as well — to be 
profitable enough to be bought by a larger company." 
 Jones is also a NACS board member and vice chairman 
of the NACS Research & Technology Committee  

In 2019, United Kingdom-based EG Group was a 
dominate M&A player, acquiring Westborough, Mass.-
based Cumberland Farms and its 567 stores, as well as select 
sites from Certified Oil and Fastrac. 
 Des Moines, Iowa-based Yesway continued its buying 
spree, acquiring Allsup's Convenience Stores, a 304-store 
regional chain based in Clovis, N.M. 
 COMPETITIVE WATCH 

Even with the decline in store count, the convenience 
channel is seeing less contraction that grocery and drug 
channels. According to NACS, grocery was down 1.6 
percent and drug was down 1.7 percent. The dollar store 
channel grew, adding 1,565 stores in 2019. 
 The convenience store count represents more than one 
third (35 percent) of the brick-and-mortar retail universe 
tracked by Nielsen in the United States. Except for the dollar 
store channel, all other major channels had fewer units at 
year-end 2019. 
 "Accelerated change defined another deal-heavy year in 
convenience retail," said Jeffrey Williams, senior vice 
president of Retail and U.S Industry Relations at Nielsen. 

"The dynamics within the industry are shifting, and bringing 
investor value is now a top priority for many players in the 
space. Since convenience has been relatively sheltered from 
the disruption of e-commerce, retailers in 2020 will continue 
to prioritize physical store growth to scale and grow the 
industry at large. 
 "That said, digital transformation and the consumer's 
growing desire for frictionless retail are headwinds on the 
horizon that should not be ignored," he added. 
 The number of convenience stores that sell motor fuels 
remained steady at 121,988 stores. Overall, convenience 
stores sell about 80 percent of the motor fuels purchased in 
the United States. 
 STATE RANKINGS 

Among the states, Texas continues to lead in store count 
at 15,856 stores, or more than one in 10 stores in the 
country. California is second at 11,990 stores, followed by 
Florida (9,811), New York (8,489), Georgia (6,668), North 
Carolina (6,024), Ohio (5,635), Michigan (4,917), 
Pennsylvania (4,754) and Illinois (4,715). 
 During 2019, Texas gained 111 stores, California added 
60 and Florida added eight, while the other states rounding 
out the top 10 lost stores. 
 The three states with the lowest store counts are Alaska 
(194 stores), Wyoming (352) and Delaware (344). 
 
 
Buying/Recycling Lead-Acid Batteries. 
1) It is illegal to dispose of lead-acid (vehicle) batteries in 
the trash. 
2) You will be charged a $5 "return incentive payment" if 
a used batter is not returned at the time of purchase. The 
"return incentive payment" is refundable within 30 days 
from the date of purchase, upon return of a used battery. 
3) Stores selling lead-acid batteries must accept, free of 
charge, up to two used batteries per month from any 
individual and must post a sign stating they accept batteries 
for recycling. 
 
 
Changing/Recycling your used oil. 
1) drain oil pans, containers and filters completely 
2) Store used oil in a clean, rigid, screw-capped plastic 
container 
3) Don't mix used oil with other materials and never dump 
oil into the environment. 
4) Take used oil (up to 5 gallons per day) to a service 
station or retail store, during normal business hours, that 
sells oil (they are required by law to accept it at no charge, 
unless their holding tanks are temporarily full) or check with 
your local recycling center. 
 
 
Q & A on New York State $2.50 Tire Fee 
Question - what happens to the $2.50 fee on all new tires 
sold in New York State and what is it used for? 
Answer - Form MT-170 (it can be retrieved on-line) must be 
used to report quarterly sales. The number of tires sold x 
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$2.25 = the amount you owe and is sent to the Department of 
Tax & Finance, PO Box 4100, Binghamton, NY 13902-
4100.  The retailer is allowed to keep $.025 on each tire. The 
funds collected by the NYS Department of Tax and Finance 
are used to clean-up used tire sites.  
 
 
New York State Department of Motor Vehicles OBD II 
Emission Inspection Waiver 
 
1. Vehicles presented to an inspection station for an 
inspection or re-inspection for a failure of the emission 
portion of the inspection must be offered a possible waiver 
by the official emission station if the following conditions 
are met. 
2. The Safety Inspection has passed. 
3. All emission control devices have passed inspection. 
4. The cost of replacement of missing emission control 
devices, safety items, or warranty repairs do not count 
toward an emission waiver cost limit. 
5. Repair and adjustment have been properly made and 
documented and the cost of the repair is at least $450 based 
on the cost of such repair. If the above conditions are met 
and the repair is above $450 the inspection analyzer will 
allow the inspector to issue an inspection certificate for the 
vehicle. 
6. When issuing a safety emission sticker, the inspector must 
check the repair waiver issues box on the reverse side of the 
sticker and punch the appropriate expired month. 
7 The analyzer will print a waiver certificate form that must 
be filled out by the station and signed by both the customer 
and the certified inspector. 
8. The station must attach the following documents to the 
waiver certificate form: 
     A. Copies of invoices and receipts for all of diagnostic 
and repair work performed that are used to qualify the repair 
was over $450. 
    B. Copies of all vehicle and inspection receipts for the 
initial emission inspection failure and all supplement 
emission inspection failures. 
    C. These documents must be kept by the station for two 
years for possible review by a representative of the NYS 
Department of Motor Vehicles. 
9. DMV reserves the right to inspect the vehicle before or 
after the waiver is issued to verify that proper repairs have 
been made and documented. 
10. These must include documentation of the diagnostic 
procedure. 
 
 
DMV Record Retrieval 
 DMV record retrieval is available to association 
members and affiliates at a cost of $12 per record.  
Additionally, you may order DMV certified paper abstracts 
of driver’s license, vehicle registration, and vehicle title 
records for an additional fee of $2 per abstract. Please call 
518-452-4367 

 
Selling Your Inspection License 
 If you are thinking of retiring or selling your business 
and have a New York State DMV Inspection license, your 
license may be valuable depending on the county where your 
shop is located. If you have questions on the sale and/or 
transfer of an inspection license call the association office at 
518-452-4367. 
 
Attention Inspection Stations 
 The Association has received a flurry of requests for 
legal representation for violations of the DMV commissioner 
regulations known as "clean scanning."  that is  when a 
vehicle other that the one to be inspected is substitute for the 
OBD-II part of the test.  We have no defense for these 
violations.  DMV has the ability to trace the OBD-II 
inspection to the vehicle used for the inspection. 
 If you cannot pass a vehicle for any reason, get help.  
That help could come from DMV.  This violation almost 
always results in revocation. 
 
 
All Petroleum Bulk Storage Facilities 
 YOU WERE REQUIRED TO DESIGNATE A CLASS 
A AND/OR B AUTHORIZED OPERATOR TO NYS DEC 
NO LATER THAT OCTOBER 11, 2016 
 THIS WAS MORE THAN TWO YEARS AGO 
 If you have not done this you are now subject to a $500 
penalty from NYS DEC.  This may now be unavoidable 
 If you have not reported this information to NYS DEC 
as of yet do so immediately.  Communicate this information 
to DEC at operatortraining@dec.ny.gov 
 Or call the association office 
 

SERVICE STATIONS 
REPAIR SHOPS 

USED CAR DEALER 
ATTENTION 

 Do you have problems  
1.  Getting into business - going out of business? 
2.  With government, Federal, State and Local? 
3.  Are you trying to settle a violation? 
4.  Need an attorney? 
5.  Have a small claims case? 
6.  Need a license, renew a license? 
7.  Learn and understand the laws that regulate 
your business? 
 We can help with almost any problem, legal 
environmental or regulatory.  
 Just call us 518-452-4367 

 















Lawley & NYSASSRS

• Up to a 25% upfront discount offered

• Over 30% Average Annual
Dividend (27 Years)

• Save up to 60% off
your current premium*

• Last year’s dividend
was 35% ($3,061,456) 

• Dividend checks as high as
$65,433 have been issued
to our policy holders

• Easy quoting process

• Program available to all members

Together we have returned
$51,188,750 to policy holders since 1991

lawleyinsurance.com  |  361 Delaware Ave, Buffalo, New York

You owe it to yourself to make 
sure you are getting the best deal.

NYS Worker’s Compensation
Program Highlights

*Based on 25% 
up-front discount + 
declared dividends

Bill Adams
716.849.8641 | badams@lawleyinsurance.com

New York State Association of Service Stations & Repair Shops



 
NEW YORK STATE 

ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE STATIONS AND REPAIR SHOPS 
 

Web Training for: 
DMV INSPECTOR TRAINING 

(Instructions on how to sign in and take the training) 
 

1. Enter our nysassrs.com website either by cell phone or computer. 
 

2. Find the training tab on the top of the screen (if in full screen view). If smaller 
there is a menu tab on the left of the screen. Click that and you will find the 
training tab there. It will bring you to an intro page to our training. 
 

3. Inside the blue column SITE MAP you will see Inspector Training Material.  
 
(Make sure you have an updated form of adobe flash player, if not you can 
access the abobe website from this page.) 
 

4. Click on whichever inspector training you would like to download. We have:  
 
a) Light/medium duty, and 
b) Heavy duty inspection training available. 
c) Motorcycle, 

 
Note it may take a few minutes to download depending on your internet 
speed. 
 

5. When download is complete you may access our full audio presentation. 
 

6. You may also choose to access the DMV’s version of the training which we 
provide the link for if you like. There is no audio or PowerPoint but DMV’s 
presentation may differ a little to give you variety in training. 
 

7. Besides training, our presentation takes you step by step to register for the testing 
for inspector certification.  
 

8. If you have any questions contact the association office at 518 452-4367. 



REGULATIONS ON USED CAR BONDS 
 
Surety Bond 
To get a surety bond, you must contact a surety insurance company.  Make sure 
that the business name and mailing address on the bond exactly match the 
business name and mailing address on your DMV facility license,  Make sure that 
you write your Facility Number on the bond. 
 
Bond amount required from a dealer 
The bond amount depends on the number of  vehicles that the dealer sold in the 
previous calendar year, or if the dealer is licensed as a franchised new dealer.  
Refer to the chart below. 
 
Number of vehicles sold in  Bond 
Previous calendar year   amount 

50 or fewer       $20,000 

More than 50    $100,000 

Franchise dealers selling 
cars, SUVs, light trucks, etc. 
Dealers selling only trailers 
motorcycles. Vehicles over    $50,000 
10,000 pounds, ATV’s,boats 
and snowmobiles are exempt 
from the bond requirements. 
 

Need help getting a bond? 
Call the association office. 



              
 

NYSASSRS now offering 
“PAY AS YOU GO” 

billing 
We are pleased to announce our newest Member Benefit Partner, 

Heartland Payroll Solutions. Through this partnership, any safety group 
participant can take advantage of their integrated billing solution with the 

NYSASSRS Safety Group. 
 
 
Benefits of Pay As You Go: 
 

• You pay premiums each pay period based on current payroll information. 
• Improved cash flow management by sending accurate workers’ comp premium to the carrier based on actual 

payroll 
• Premium payments are automatically deducted by the NYS Insurance Fund 
• Reduces the risk of year-end audit payments 
• Better option than “direct bill policies” or “self-reported policies” that require periodic, larger premium payments 

 
 
About Heartland: 
 

• NYSASSRS members get an exclusive discount on payroll processing with Heartland 
• Pay As You Go billing is FREE 
• Processes payroll for more than 36,000 customers 
• Cloud-based, feature-rich solution 
• Three-year price lock on processing fees 
• Dedicated Single Point Of Contact 

 
 
For more information contact: 
Chandler James 
518-452-4367 
chandler@nysassrs.com 



FREE MONEY 
BE A MEMBER OF OUR ASSOCIATION OR AFFILIATES 

FILL OUT THIS FORM AND FAX BACK TO US 
BUY $7500 IN PARTS IN ONE QUARTER FROM YOUR NAPA DEALER 

RECEIVE A REBATE CHECK FOR 2% OF YOUR PURCHASES (MINIMUM OF $150 REBATE) 
PUT THE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET 

NOTE: YOU CAN NOT BE A MEMBER OF THIS AND ANOTHER NATIONAL NAPA PROGRAM 

FREE MONEY 
 

Name of Your Business: 
 
Business Address Street: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: E-Mail: 

Name of NAPA Dealer: 
 
NAPA Street Address: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: 

 
Additional NAPA Dealer(s) you do business with: 

Name of NAPA Dealer: 
 
NAPA Street Address: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: 

Name of NAPA Dealer: 
 
NAPA Street Address: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone: 
 

Fax: 

 

FAX this form back to: 
518 452-1955 



ARE YOU AN OWNER OR EMPLOYEE 
IN NEED OF TRAINING? 

 
DO YOU WANT TO PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS FROM 

EXCESSIVE FINES 
OR 

THE POSSIBLE LOSS OF YOUR: 
TOBACCO LICENSE 

LOTTO LICENSE 
ALCOHOL LICENSE? 

 
DO YOU WANT TO BE CERTIFIED IN SECTION 609 MOTOR 

VEHICLE AIR CONDITIONING (MVAC)? 
 

THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF 
SERVICE STATIONS & REPAIR SHOPS 

OFFERS ON-LINE COURSES THAT NOT ONLY PROVIDE 
TRAINING AT YOUR CONVENIENCE, BUT AT VERY 

COMPETITIVE PRICES FOR BOTH MEMBERS AND NON-
MEMBERS OF OUR AFFILIATES 

 
ALL INFORMATION AND MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED 

THROUGH OUR WEBSITE AT: 
NYSASSRS.COM 

 
QUESTIONS CAN BE DIRECTED TO (518) 452-4367.  WE 
ARE AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE PERSONAL ASSISTANCE. 



 
                                                                        
 
 
 
 

 
Garage Insurance Survey 

Name of Business: 
 
Street Address: 
 
City: 
 

State: Zip: 

Phone # 
 

Fax # E-Mail: 

Contact Person: 
 

Phone # (if different from above) 

Are you happy with the cost and service provided by your 
carrier/agent? 

Yes No 

If yes STOP here… 
 
If NO or NOT SURE you may want to look at the following 
 
Is your coverage insufficient? 

Yes No 

 
Is the service poor to non-existent? 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Is the cost too high? 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Are you satisfied with your current coverage? 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Are you interested in a quote from another insurer? 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Is so please check each that apply: 
  Property & Casualty 
  Workers Comp 
  Disability 
  Health 
 
If you checked one or more of the above please provide the following information: 
 
Name of Current Insurer: 
 
Type of Insurance: 
 
Renewal Date: 
 
When/How is the best time to contact you? 
 

If you are interested in learning how you may save on insurance costs 
Please fill out and fax to your local association at 518-452-1955 
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